A unique integral imaging system is employed as part of a three dimensional television system, allowing display of full colour 3D images with continuous parallax within a wide viewing zone. A significant quantity of data is required to represent captured integral 3D images with adequate resolution. A lossy compression scheme has been developed, based on the use of a three dimensional discrete cosine transform (3D-DCT), which makes possible efficient storage and transmission of such images while maintaining all information necessary to produce a high quality 3D display. In this paper we present the results of investigations into the design of quantisation strategies to maximise rate-distortion performance, including the use of image-orientated optimization. Performance is vastly improved compared with that achieved using baseline JPEG for compression of full parallax integral 3D image data.
INTRODUCTION
A number of potential applications exist for fully threedimensional image and video communication systems. Among these three dimensional television (3D-TV) has probably received the most attention. Three dimensional display systems in general possess several advantages over conventional two dimensional systems. There is an obvious advantage in that 3D displays provide a means to view scenes and objects with natural depth, and according to Motoki et al (1) , viewers experience an increase in overall picture quality due to the greater sense of reality produced by such displays.
Many three dimensional image and video recording and display systems have been proposed in recent years. Research into the development of suitable free-viewing (autostereoscopic) systems has centred around the use of multi-camera capture and corresponding multi-view displays using spatial or temporal multiplexing techniques using lenticular sheets, LCD shutter systems, etc. These approaches allow a certain degree of look-around capability but do not produce truly spatial displays since they rely on the brain's fusing of two disparate planar images.
A three dimensional imaging arrangement based around Lippmann's integral photography technique has been developed by the 3D Imaging Group at De Montfort University as described by Davies et al (2) . A single 'camera' unit encodes a true optical model of the scene as a single flat intensity distribution and in real time. A flat panel display, for example an active-matrix LCD reproduces the captured intensity distribution and an overlaid lenticularintegral array provides volume spatial replay of the original scene with full colour and continuous parallax. Previously it was believed that the bandwidth necessary for communication of an integral 3D image was so high as to prohibit its use in such systems-see Okoshi (3) . However, recent work on the development of lossy compression schemes for integral 3D image data have been highly successful, placing bandwidth requirements well within the limits set by conventional broadcast channels.
A lossy compression scheme for use with integral 3D images, making use of a three-dimensional discrete cosine transform (3D-DCT) is under development. In order to maximise the fidelity of the reconstructed 3D image and minimise the transmitted data rate, a suitable quantisation scheme must be developed. In this paper we present experiments carried out on the design of 3D-DCT quantisation arrays for use with this compression scheme, and information derived from this work on the spatial significance of the 3D-DCT coefficients and hence the spectral characteristics of the captured image data.
THE CAPTURED LENTICULAR-INTEGRAL IMAGE
The planar intensity distribution captured by the integral 3D camera is comprised of many vertically-running bands due to the regular structure of the lenticularintegral array used in the capture process. For input to the coder these bands are split vertically into square subimages. A captured lenticular-integral image is shown in figure 1a and a magnified section of that image, indicated by the white box in the full image, in figure 1b. Horizontal neighbour subimages have a significant cross correlation between corresponding pixels (inter-subimage). This property of lenticular-integral image data may be exploited in a compression scheme to provide greater data reduction than is possible using established planar 2D image compression systems.
LENTICULAR-INTEGRAL IMAGE COMPRESSION
Three separate spatial correlation dimensions are present in the data representing a full captured lenticular-integral 3D image: horizontal and vertical intra-subimage in addition to inter-subimage. A compression scheme based on the use of a three-dimensional discrete cosine transform (3D-DCT) to decorrelate in all three dimensions simultaneously is under development. This scheme has greatly improved rate-distortion performance compared with baseline sequential-DCT JPEG when used with lenticular-integral 3D image data, as reported by Forman and Aggoun (4) . A volume of input data for the 3D-DCT is produced by placing neighbouring subimages together along the third dimension; figure 2 illustrates the assembly of a 4-subimage transform group from the captured image data. A three-dimensional scalar quantisation array is then applied and the resulting coefficients encoded with a hybrid run-length/Huffman entropy algorithm similar to that used in the JPEG standard, described by Pennebaker and Mitchell (5). 
QUANTISER DESIGN
In this section we describe experiments conducted to determine suitable quantisation arrays for use with the lenticular-integral 3D image data compression scheme.
The results of simulations of the scheme using various scalar quantiser designs are presented and these results used to derive information on the spatial significance of frequencies in captured lenticular-integral 3D images.
In all cases the test data used was from a 144-band 8-bit/pixel (greyscale) lenticular-integral image. 8 8-pixel subimages were used, with each 3D-DCT group being formed from 4 of these subimages.
Three-dimensional fixed quantiser
The display of a lenticular-integral 3D image requires the decompressed image data to be overlaid with a lenticular decoding screen (a sheet containing an array of vertically-running cylindrical lenses). Psychovisual methods are commonly used to design spatial quantisation arrays for lossy compression schemes whose decoded images are intended for viewing by human observers-see Lohscheller (6) and Peterson et al (7) . However in the case of lenticular-integral 3D images, the relationship between the raw image data and the final replayed 3D image is extremely complex, and the determination of suitable quantisation arrays by these methods is impractical. For this reason we initially decided to to use the most fundamental quantiser structure, with a fixed step size for each coefficient in the three-dimensional array, ie. the quantiser may be described thus:
Q (u;v;w) = bqc for u; v = 0::7 and w = 0::3:
Here, q represents the step size, a positive constant used to determine the overall coarseness of quantisation, thereby controlling the output bit rate and image fidelity.
Simulations were performed of the operation of the compression scheme employing a fixed step size quantisation array. The parameter q was varied to provide a spread of results at various bit rates and objective fidelity values. A plot of objective fidelity (the peak-signal to noise ratio) versus encoded bit cost per pixel is shown as curve 'A' in figure 4.
Fixed quantiser with variable vertical dimension step sizes
The quantised coefficient values resulting from use of the three dimensional fixed quantisation array described above were examined. It was observed that, across the entire image, nonzero coefficients at positions representing increasing horizontal intra-subimage spatial frequencies had a far greater occurrence than those representing increasing vertical frequencies. Since this characteristic was consistently present across the image (a total of 22,176 subimages) it was unlikely to have been a feature of that particular image. The conclusion was reached that within each subimage, vertically-running features are far less significant than horizontally-running features to high fidelity reconstruction and replay of the original 3D image, and could therefore be quantised more coarsely.
A quantisation array was produced with monotonically increasing step sizes vertically, while still constant horizontally and in the third transform dimension:
Q (u;v;w) = bq(1 + v)c for u; v = 0::7 and w = 0::3:
Here q represents the base step size, as before used to determine the overall coarseness of quantisation.
Simulations were performed of the operation of the compression scheme employing this quantisation array structure, again varying q to produce a spread of results. A plot of objective fidelity versus encoded bit cost per pixel for this quantisation scheme is shown as curve 'B' in figure 4 . Rate-distortion performance was significantly improved when using this quantisation strategy, confirming that corresponding horizontal and vertical coefficients do not have equal significance in the 3D-DCT encoded lenticular-integral image.
Image-orientated optimization of the quantisation array
In order to gain more information on coefficient significances for all three dimensions in the 3D-DCT, an imageorientated optimisation was performed. Simulated annealing is a method used to find parameters of complex stochastic and nonlinear systems which operate on real world data, such as image compression schemes, which satisfy some optimum condition. For a review see Ingber (8).
The following expression generates a base three dimensional quantisation array: P (r;s;t) = In order to produce quantisation arrays for direct use with the compression scheme simulation system a scaling factor, q, was applied as before:
Q (u;v;w) = qP (u+1;v+1;w+1) for u; v = 0::7 and w = 0::3:
Simulated annealing was used to find the coefficients a n , b n , c n and d, such that mean square error was minimised for a given output compression ratio. A 256 256-pixel section of the data representing a captured lenticularintegral image, representative of the features of the entire data set, was used in the optimisation process.
The optimisation process was run to produce a three dimensional quantisation array for an output bit rate of 0.5 bits/pixel. A number of new arrays were produced, based on the optimised array, by applying a scaling factor as described above, such that when used in simulations of the complete compression scheme a spread of results could be obtained.
An example of the first plane of a three dimensional quantisation array generated in this way is shown in figure 3 . The coefficients a n , b n , c n and d have values as listed in table 1; q was set to 2. In the plot, all generated step sizes greater than 100 have been set to 100 to allow more significant low frequency features to be seen. Table 1 : Coefficient values used to generate example optimised array A plot of objective fidelity versus bit cost per pixel for the 3D-DCT lenticular-integral image using quantisation arrays based on that optimised for 0.5 bits/pixel is shown as curve 'C' in figure 4.
The improvement in overall compression performance and the general form of the optimised quantisation array shown in figure 3 demonstrate that a quantisation strategy for use with lenticular-integral images should take into account the unique spectral characteristics of such images to maximise rate-distortion performance. Specifically, it can be seen that coefficients of the u-v plane for Figure 4 : Performance of the integral 3D-DCT scheme for three different quantisation strategies increasing u have a higher significance than corresponding coefficients for increasing v, ie. lenticular-integral image data contains more important fine details running horizontally than vertically. It should be noted that the w transform dimension does contain increases in quantisation step size with w, but the general structure of each u-v plane in the entire quantisation 'volume' is similar to that shown.
CONCLUSIONS
In this paper a study of the quantisation stage of a 3D-DCT based compression scheme for use with lenticularintegral 3D images has been presented. This compression scheme, to be applied to full parallax volume spatial 3D images, allows reconstruction of the images with improved fidelity compared with baseline JPEG at a given bit rate. It has been found that to maximise performance, a quantisation array should have a general structure significantly different from the psychovisuallydetermined default matrices used, for example, with the JPEG scheme, due to the unique spectral characteristics of captured lenticular-integral 3D image data.
